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Occupational Licensing: Ranking the States and Exploring Alternatives

By Adam B. Summers

Executive Summary

America takes great pride in being the “land of opportunity.” The whole notion of the American Dream is that with hard work and determination, anyone can take advantage of the freedoms afforded here and make whatever he wants of himself. There is no rigid caste system, and a good entrepreneur can go from poor to rich in a short period of time. We have come to take this right to control and utilize our labor for granted, but, more and more often, people now have to seek the permission of the government to work in the occupation of their choice. Today, over 1,000 occupations are regulated at the state level—and still more are regulated at the federal and municipal levels. Governments require licenses for everyone from doctors and lawyers to florists and fortune tellers. It is time we took a closer look at the costs and benefits of licensing regulations, and why they were enacted in the first place.

Occupational licensing has a significant impact on the labor market, yet it receives very little attention. During the 1950s, about 4.5 percent of the workforce needed to obtain a license to work. That figure has grown to over 20 percent today. By comparison, labor union strength has diminished, as labor union membership has fallen from nearly 35 percent of the workforce during the mid-1950s to just 12 percent today (and only 7.4 percent of the private sector). And minimum wage laws, which price low-skilled workers out of the market, have a direct impact on less than 10 percent of the workforce. Thus, occupational licensing laws directly affect a larger segment of the population than other significant barriers to work, but receive only a small fraction of the attention enjoyed by labor unions and the minimum wage.

To get an idea of the extent of occupational licensing across the country, I conducted a survey of which jobs required licenses in each of the fifty states using data from the Department of Labor, state agencies, news articles, and trade organization and professional association Web sites.
According to the survey, states required licenses for an average of 92 occupations. The most regulated state in the nation is California, which requires licenses for 177 job categories, nearly double the average. It is followed by Connecticut, Maine, New Hampshire, and Arkansas. With the striking exception of California, Western states tend to be less regulated than Midwestern and Eastern states.

The survey also indicates that occupational licensing laws are very arbitrary, as evidenced by the disparity in which occupations are licensed and how burdensome the licensing regulations are from one state to the next. For example, there were several cases in which neighboring states had significant differences in the number of licensed job categories: California (177) and Arizona (72), Arkansas (128) and both Missouri (41) and Mississippi (68), New Jersey (114) and Pennsylvania (62), North Carolina (107) and South Carolina (60), Tennessee (110) and Alabama (70), and Florida (104) and Alabama (70). If some places work just fine with minimal or no regulations, why must others be plagued with so many restrictive laws? Are things so drastically different just across state lines that this disparity could be justified? Not likely.

While occupational licensing laws are billed as a means of protecting the public from negligent, unqualified, or otherwise substandard practitioners, in reality they are simply a means of utilizing government regulation to serve narrow economic interests. Such special-interest legislation is designed not to protect consumers, but rather to protect existing business interests from competition.

Numerous studies have revealed little, if any, improvement in service quality from compulsory licensing. Oftentimes, licensing laws actually reduce service quality and public safety. There are a number of reasons why product or service quality and health and safety may actually be diminished by occupational licensing:

- The costs of regulations reduce competition, thus reducing the pressure on businesses to provide higher-quality services.
- Training requirements may be arbitrary and not necessarily relevant to practical job skills.
- The “club mentality” of licensing boards may lead them to prosecute unlicensed workers, but ignore the indiscretions of fellow licensees.
- The risk that licensing exams test the wrong skills and the reluctance of licensing boards to discipline negligent licensees for their transgressions may provide consumers with a false sense of security, lulling them into being less cautious of those with whom they do business.
- Licensing leads to artificially high prices, which cause more people to take on dangerous do-it-yourself jobs and skip needed medical visits.
- Higher prices may also force some consumers to seek black-market services, which afford them little or no legal protection against incompetent or harmful practices.
The real motivation behind most occupational licensing regulations is one of special interests, not the public interest. By banding together and convincing governments to impose new or stricter licensing laws, existing practitioners (who typically are exempted from the new laws through grandfather clauses) can raise the cost of doing business for potential competitors. These barriers to entry reduce competition, allowing the existing practitioners to keep prices and profits higher than they otherwise would be in a truly free market. Moreover, since they have less competition, licensed businesses have less incentive to innovate or invest in research and development to stay ahead of their rivals.

This imposes a great cost on the economy. By restricting competition, licensing decreases the rate of job growth by an average of 20 percent. The total cost of licensing regulations is estimated at between $34.8 billion and $41.7 billion per year.

This diminished level of competition also means that consumers have less choice in the marketplace. Their choices are reduced not only by the fact that licensing means there will be fewer practitioners in business, but also because the one-size-fits-all licensing requirements imposed by the government discourage specialization and varying levels of service. It may make sense for some consumers to seek lower-quality services in exchange for cheaper prices, but stringent regulations prevent practitioners from providing these services.

In addition to occupational licensing regulations being harmful for the many practical reasons noted above, they also violate economic liberty. By erecting artificial and arbitrary barriers, licensing regulations prevent people from working in the job of their choosing. A nation that prides itself on its entrepreneurial spirit should allow its citizens the greatest opportunities for starting any business they see fit to invest their money and labor in, not stifle them with paternalistic government regulations.

Sadly, the poor are hardest hit by occupational licensing laws. Those who can least afford it must endure the double whammy of paying higher prices as consumers and being shut out of job opportunities by costly regulations. Laws that make it more difficult for them to obtain certain jobs or start their own businesses only make it that much harder for them to work their way up the economic ladder.

Some may claim that the market does not offer enough protection for consumers, but they underestimate the value of business reputation and the legal system. Simply put, bad service and shoddy products are bad for business. Poor service is just as much a killer for businesses as outrageously high prices.

There are already a number of resources that offer consumers information about various products and services. Consider Consumer Reports, the Good Housekeeping Seal of Approval, CNet.com, bizrate.com, and even the American Dental Association, which offers its own certification of products. The Internet has provided the consumer with an even greater wealth of information, including not only expert and consumer reviews of products, but also of services and the merchants
that sell them. In the absence of licensing regulations, we could expect an even greater amount of information and more private-sector certification organizations to emerge.

When even the best information is not enough, however, and consumers are harmed or mired in disputes with businesses, the legal system serves as a last resort to provide justice. With or without licensing, there will always be some scam artists and shysters, but self-regulation by the private sector and a fair legal system are all that is needed to adequately protect consumers.

In light of the enormous economic losses to society inflicted by occupational licensing regulations, and the destructive effects these laws have on consumers, aspiring workers, and business owners—not to mention individual liberty in general—*occupational licensing laws should be abolished.* Since this may not be feasible in the near term, however, policymakers should consider a couple of “second-best” options that may have a better chance of making a more immediate impact. Governments should conduct periodic occupational licensing reviews—either through a special commission or an auditing agency—to ensure that regulations pass the “laugh test” (Do we really need to license interior designers and casket sellers?) and analyze licensing board performance by evaluating enforcement actions against licensees. Licensing laws should be subject to removal if: (a) few other jurisdictions have seen the need to license the occupation, (b) too few practitioners are licensed to financially justify the existence of the licensing board, or (c) there is a history of little or no enforcement activity, suggesting that either the licensing board is not doing its job or there is no cause for action, and thus that the board is unnecessary. Finally, sunset provisions should be included in all licensing laws to improve accountability by forcing occupational licensing boards to periodically justify their existence and forcing policymakers to ensure that regulations have not gotten out of hand.
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Introduction

That is not a just government, . . . where arbitrary restrictions, exemptions, and monopolies deny to part of its citizens . . . free use of their faculties, and free choice of their occupations.

– James Madison (1792)

Shamille Peters of New Orleans, Louisiana is a talented flower arranger. She has taken floral design courses at a local community college and created floral arrangements for the weddings of several friends and a cousin, as well as her own. But though she has had opportunities to do flower arrangements for banquets and other events, she has had to decline. You see, in Louisiana, one must have a state-granted license to work as a florist and Shamille has failed the licensing exam (which costs $150 to take) five times. Never mind that the licensing board—the Louisiana Horticulture Commission—is comprised of current florists who have an economic interest in denying licenses to potential competitors. The licensing exam emphasizes such subjective criteria as whether flowers have been “picked properly,” arrangements have the “proper focal point,” or flowers are “spaced correctly.” No wonder the passage rate is less than 50 percent. So despite her proven talent, Shamille has been forced to forego floral work and find a job elsewhere.

If you want to work, more and more often you have to seek permission from the government, pass arbitrary requirements, and pay fees to the state. Once upon a time, all you needed to do to go into business and make a living for yourself was to obtain the know-how, equipment, and/or business acumen necessary to keep your business afloat. Today, professions from doctor and lawyer to lightning rod installer, auctioneer, and chimney sweep require a license or other form of government consent.

Occupational licensing laws are often sold as a way to protect consumers by establishing minimum standards of competence and safety. Numerous studies have shown that this consumer protection argument is dubious at best, however. Normal business incentives to attract customers and make a profit, coupled with a legal system that defends property rights, ensure that self-regulation is sufficient to protect consumers from irresponsible practitioners, and that justice is served in the event they are harmed.

Licensing regulations impose significant costs on employees, business owners, and consumers alike. Far from being an attempt to protect consumers, they are typically lobbied for by business
interests in order to suppress competition and enhance their own bottom lines. By restricting competition, these interests not only get to keep a larger share of the business for themselves, they are able to charge higher prices and are less inclined to put as much emphasis on product or service quality. With more competitors breathing down their necks, they would be forced to lower prices, improve product or service quality, and invest a greater amount in developing more innovative and efficient ways of doing business.

Numerous studies have shown that this consumer protection argument is dubious at best.

As much as occupational licensing makes consumers worse off, however, the greatest tragedy of licensing regulations is that they stifle the freedom to work in one’s chosen occupation. Fees, needless education or irrelevant experience requirements, and other regulatory hurdles serve as barriers that prevent many people from making an honest living. Such cost barriers disproportionately affect the poorest members of society, those who are in the greatest need of occupational freedom to improve their living standards. Occupations with relatively low start-up costs such as taxi driving, hairbraiding, child care, and numerous home-based businesses that the poor might otherwise take advantage of are unattainable because the costs of obtaining a license are too high—and usually unnecessary.

While the use of occupational licensing across the country is universal, not all regulation is created equal. Some states make prospective employees and entrepreneurs jump through more regulatory hoops than others, and some licensing laws seem just plain silly. For instance, California requires licenses for roughly twice as many occupations as Ohio, Louisiana, and Virginia. And did you know that you need the government’s permission to work as a rainmaker in Arizona, a fortune teller in Maryland, or a reptile catcher in Michigan? In addition to discussing the costs—both plain and hidden—of occupational licensing, this paper contains a survey of occupational licensing laws in the 50 states. This analysis of which occupations are licensed in which states will help to illustrate which states have the greatest occupational regulatory burdens.
Part 2

Background

Occupational licensing in the United States is pervasive. More than 1,000 occupations are currently regulated by the states. Children even need the government’s permission to run makeshift lemonade stands during their summer vacations. Occupational regulation can take the form of a license, certification, or registration requirement (not to mention numerous other types of regulations, such as business permits, that mandate how and where business is to be conducted). Prospective employees and entrepreneurs may be forced to pay fees (application fees, license fees, examination fees, renewal fees) to the government, take educational or training courses or obtain a full degree in a particular field from certain accredited schools, undergo an apprenticeship or gain experience as a “lower-level” employee in the field, and/or pass an examination. There may also be minimum age, residency, and citizenship requirements. These requirements are arbitrary and may vary widely from one jurisdiction to another—even for the same occupation.

The trend in government regulation—be it occupational licensing or anything else—is continued growth. Governmental and bureaucratic inertia leads to more laws and regulations, but rarely are these laws and regulations ever re-evaluated to see if they are having the intended effects, are overly burdensome, or are still deemed necessary. Although technology and practices are continually changing, licensing requirements are seldom given a second look. Thus, the number of licensed occupations seems to continually increase.

The percentage of the workforce that must obtain a license to work has grown from about 4.5 percent during the 1950s to over 20 percent today. By contrast, labor union strength, which serves as another barrier to entry in the labor market, has diminished. Almost 35 percent of the workforce belonged to a union in the mid-1950s, but only 12 percent of the workforce is unionized today (and only 7.4 percent of the private sector). Minimum wage laws, which price low-skilled workers out of the market, have a direct impact on less than 10 percent of the workforce. Hence, occupational licensing laws directly affect a larger segment of the population than other significant barriers to work, but receive only a small fraction of the attention.

The growth in occupational licensing laws is not mere accident. There are strong incentives that drive the urge to regulate. Sometimes politicians feel or want to show that they are doing something to enhance public health and safety, so they support regulations intended to ensure that practitioners are properly trained and equipped. (Whether or not these regulations accomplish this
goal is another matter that will be addressed later.) Or they may tap into public anger over scam artists and enact licensing laws meant to protect a naïve public from shysters and those that would rip them off, even though laws that prohibit fraud and allow victims to be compensated for negligence and other harm are already on the books.

Besides the politicians and bureaucrats, the industries to be licensed often organize to lobby for licensing themselves. Again, while such proposals are often sold as public health and safety measures, one must look at who really benefits from such legislation to see what the incentives truly are. By getting the government to enact or increase regulations, while generally exempting themselves from the new requirements, current practitioners raise the costs of doing business for anyone else. This reduces competition and increases profits. Regardless of who is pushing for greater occupational licensing, the fact remains that it is becoming harder and harder to work freely without having to traverse burdensome government regulations.

Governmental and bureaucratic inertia leads to more laws and regulations, but rarely are these laws and regulations ever re-evaluated to see if they are having the intended effects, are overly burdensome, or are still deemed necessary.

The costs of business regulation, including occupational licensing, are enormous. A U.S. Small Business Administration report found that federal regulations cost consumers, businesses, and taxpayers $843 billion in the year 2000.9 Especially hard hit by these regulations are small businesses, which make up 99.7 percent of all employer firms and generate 60 to 80 percent of net new jobs each year.10 As will be shown in the following pages, occupational licensing laws produce little to no improvement in the quality of services (and may even decrease the quality of services), but they do significantly increase the cost of services provided. It is estimated that licensing results in a cost, or “dead-weight loss,” to society of between $34.8 and $41.7 billion per year (in 2000 dollars), compared to a labor market without licensing.11 In addition to licensing laws, even more regulations are heaped on existing and would-be businesses and employees at the federal, state, and local levels. The focus of this paper is on those regulations that establish mandatory requirements for an individual (as opposed to a business entity) to perform work in a given occupation.12
Part 3

Survey of State Occupational Licensing Laws

A. Methodology

The Department of Labor (DOL) provides a searchable directory of licensed occupations by state and by occupation, aiding in analyzing the breadth of occupational licensing laws in the United States. The DOL, in a cooperative effort with the states, has developed a project known as CareerOneStop, “a collection of electronic tools, operating as a federal-state partnership, and funded by grants to states.” CareerOneStop resources include a job bank, a searchable database of government agencies providing employment-related services, and a section devoted to providing labor market statistics and other information. The latter section, called America’s CareerInfoNet, contains a wealth of information on occupational licensing, including which states require licenses for which occupations. The data are not perfect, but this is perhaps the most comprehensive current source around on occupational licensing requirements. The DOL data were supplemented with information on licensed occupations from state government Web sites, news articles, and trade organization and professional association Web sites.

B. Results

According to the survey, the most regulated state in the nation is California, which requires licenses for 177 job categories, followed by Connecticut, Maine, New Hampshire, and Arkansas (see Table 1 for a listing of the most- and least-licensed states, and Appendix A for a full ranking of the states by the number of licensed job categories). The average number of licensed job categories is 92 and the median is 90. Seventeen states license more than 100 job categories. Only Missouri (41) licenses fewer than 50. Note that with the striking exception of California, Western states tend to be less regulated than Midwestern and Eastern states. (See Figure 1 below for a map of the states coded by the number of licensed occupations.) The survey identified 33 job categories that require a license in all 50 states (see Appendix B).
Table 1: Number of Licensed Occupations by State, Most and Least Licensed States

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Licensed Occupations</th>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Licensed Occupations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>California</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>41.</td>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Connecticut</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>42.</td>
<td>North Dakota</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>43.</td>
<td>Mississippi</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>New Hampshire</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>44.</td>
<td>Hawaii</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Arkansas</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>45.</td>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Rhode Island</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>47.</td>
<td>South Carolina</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>New Jersey</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>48.</td>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Tennessee</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>50.</td>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This occupational licensing survey comports, with a few minor variations, with a survey conducted by Morris M. Kleiner, using a similar methodology. A more general study of economic liberty among the 50 states conducted by the Pacific Research Institute (PRI) likewise produced similar results. The PRI’s *U.S. Economic Freedom Index: 2004 Report* consists of 143 variables for each state, organized into five categories: fiscal, regulatory, welfare spending, government size, and judicial. Occupational licensing measures were included in the regulatory category. Data were collected for the years 1995 to 2003.

Like the present survey and the Kleiner survey, the PRI study concluded that California is the most regulated state in the nation (placing 50th in the regulatory category), and the state ranked 49th in overall economic freedom, beating out only New York. Furthermore, 19 of the top 25 states (those with the most economic freedom) in the PRI index licensed fewer than the average number of occupations in the present survey—a fairly significant correlation.

Fees, needless education or irrelevant experience requirements, and other regulatory hurdles serve as barriers that prevent many people from making an honest living.

Illustrating the arbitrary nature of occupational licensing laws, there were several cases in which neighboring states had significant differences in the number of licensed job categories: California (177) and Arizona (72), Arkansas (128) and both Missouri (41) and Mississippi (68), New Jersey (114) and Pennsylvania (62), North Carolina (107) and South Carolina (60), Tennessee (110) and Alabama (70), and Florida (104) and Alabama (70). Are things so drastically different just across state lines that this disparity could be justified? Not likely.
Some licensing laws are seemingly senseless and others are just plain bizarre. For example, consider the following licensing requirements: auctioneer (several states), beekeeper (Maine), chimney sweep (Vermont), elevator operator (Massachusetts), florist (Louisiana), fortune teller (Maryland), interior designer (several), lightning rod installer (Vermont), mussel dealer (Illinois), rainmaker (Arizona), reptile catcher (Michigan), sheep dealer (Iowa), turtle farmer (Louisiana), and whitewater rafting guide (Maryland) (see Appendix C for a more comprehensive list).

C. Disclaimers

Despite best efforts, the data presented here are not perfect. While the America’s CareerInfoNet site is fairly comprehensive, there were some problems with the data. Slight differences in job title led to duplication in the data set. Similar or identical licensed occupations might be listed, for example, under “pipefitter,” “pipelayer,” and/or “pipelaying fitter.” Some states defined occupational categories more broadly than others. Thus, one state may require licenses for “contractors” (of all kinds), while others may require licenses for several specializations of contractors. All else equal, if we count the number of occupations for which a state requires licenses, the latter will appear to be more regulated than the former, though the difference may be due to nothing more than the specificity of the definition of the occupation. To correct for this, as much as possible, occupations were sometimes combined to form more general job categories. As
a result, the number of licensed job categories presented here understates the total number of licensed occupations.

Information about federal occupational licenses (which showed up in a state’s licensed occupations if the state contained a federal agency’s office) was also omitted. Note also that, due to a lack of data, the survey excludes Washington, D.C. In addition, a perusal of state Web sites revealed that the data set, while impressive, was not complete. Information from the states’ Web sites, as well as from news articles and trade and professional organizations, was required to fill in the gaps.

The states’ Web sites presented their own data problems, however. Occupational licensing information was surprisingly difficult to come by for many states, and a searchable database presented in a single location was an even rarer find. Occupational licensing information was frequently spread out over several different Web pages in several different locations. There were typically no links to connect these resources. Moreover, even “central” occupational licensing Web pages were often incomplete. For example, licensing information for taxidermists may show up only on the state’s fish and wildlife agency site. Furthermore, some states may not provide up-to-date licensing information.

There were some bright spots in my quest for occupational licensing information, however. Some states, like Louisiana, Nebraska, New Hampshire, and Oklahoma, put together a comprehensive and easy-to-find occupational licensing directory that includes information such as job descriptions, licensing requirements, appropriate regulatory agency and contact information, wage data, number of active licensees, and authorizing statutes.18

Governments are continuously licensing more and new occupations. They rarely, if ever, abolish licensing requirements. Because of this, and the problems described above, any errors will tend to be those of omission. This is another reason that the number of licensed occupations will be undercounted.

The occupational licensing data contained in this survey are merely quantitative, not qualitative. The only criterion is whether or not a particular state requires a license for a particular occupation. This study does not attempt to compare the licensing requirements of, say, private detectives, from one state to another. Thus, there could be a case in which a state that licenses many occupations, but has, on balance, relatively less demanding licensing requirements might appear more heavily regulated than a state with few licensing laws, but highly burdensome regulations. These types of comparisons are simply beyond the scope of this paper. In addition, this survey analyzes licensing requirements at the state level only. There are numerous other requirements at the local and federal levels (which may be more or less arduous). While this survey constitutes a rough estimate of state occupational licensing requirements, it nonetheless should serve as a reasonable approximation of licensing requirements and a general measure of occupational regulation in the 50 states.
The Economics of Occupational Licensing: Protecting Consumers or Special Interests?

I am myself persuaded that licensure has reduced both the quantity and quality of medical practice; that it has reduced the opportunities available to people who would like to be physicians, forcing them to pursue occupations they regard as less attractive; that it has forced the public to pay more for less satisfactory medical service, and that it has retarded technological development both in medicine itself and in the organization of medical practice. I conclude that licensure should be eliminated as a requirement for the practice of medicine.

– Milton Friedman, *Capitalism and Freedom*, 1961

A. Product/Service Quality and Health and Safety Concerns

The chief justification of occupational licensing laws is that they protect the public from negligent or conniving businessmen and shoddy, potentially dangerous products peddled by incompetent workers. However, licensing’s record at improving public safety is dubious at best, and often even makes things worse. A 2001 report by the Canadian Office of Fair Trading presented a summary of 15 academic studies on the effects of occupational regulation on product and service quality for a variety of professions. The effect was neutral in seven cases, mixed in one case, negative in five cases, and positive in only two cases (see Table 2 below).19 In addition, a 1990 Federal Trade Commission (FTC) report entitled “The Costs and Benefits of Occupational Regulation” found that occupational regulations frequently increase prices and impose significant costs on consumers without improving the quality of professional services.20

As with concerns over service quality, public safety concerns are exaggerated by business lobbies with strong financial interests in excluding competitors. While some occupations are inherently dangerous, this does not mean that they must fall under the watchful eye of the state. As former Michigan Governor John Engler explained in a veto message for a bill to license tanning salons, “Government cannot and should not be involved in all potentially hazardous aspects of life.
Individuals must be held accountable for their own actions.” The legal system is there to act as a final check on negligent and injurious conduct.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Profession</th>
<th>Restriction</th>
<th>Impact on Quality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Holen (i)</td>
<td>1978</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Dentistry</td>
<td>Direct entry</td>
<td>Positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feldman &amp; Begun (i)</td>
<td>1985</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Optometry</td>
<td>Commercial practice, advertising, CPD</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healey (i)</td>
<td>1973</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Laboratory Personnel</td>
<td>Licensing</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cady (ii)</td>
<td>1976</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Pharmacy</td>
<td>Advertising</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muris (iii) &amp; McChesney</td>
<td>1978</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Law</td>
<td>Advertising</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bond et al. (iv)</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Optometry</td>
<td>Advertising, commercial practice</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTC (ii)</td>
<td>1983</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>4 including pharmacy and optometry</td>
<td>Advertising</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul (i)</td>
<td>1984</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Physicians</td>
<td>Licensing</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young (i)</td>
<td>1986</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Accountancy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trebilcock et al. (v)</td>
<td>1979</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>4 including law</td>
<td>Price advertising</td>
<td>Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muris (vi) &amp; McChesney</td>
<td>1979</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Law</td>
<td>Advertising</td>
<td>Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carroll &amp; Gaston (i)</td>
<td>1981</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Direct entry</td>
<td>Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kwoka (vii)</td>
<td>1984</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Optometry</td>
<td>Advertising</td>
<td>Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cebula (viii)</td>
<td>1998</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Law</td>
<td>Advertising</td>
<td>Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin (i)</td>
<td>1982</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Pharmacy</td>
<td>Direct entry</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


(i) Results summarized in Cox & Foster: The Costs and Benefits of Occupational Regulation, FTC 1990.


(iv) Bond, Kwoka, Phelan & Whitten: Effects of restrictions on advertising and commercial practice in the professions – the case of optometry, FTC, 1980.


There are a number of reasons why product or service quality and health and safety may actually be *diminished* by occupational licensing:

1. **Less Pressure to Compete**

   Since it is more difficult to work if one has to obtain a license, fewer people will enter a given licensed profession than would exist in an unregulated world. Less competition for licensees means less pressure to offer higher quality or lower prices to attract business. Thus, licensed businesses will be more inclined to pocket more of their profits (or use more of their profits to cover payroll) and invest less in developing higher-quality goods and services. Since businesses have less incentive to provide high-quality goods and services under a regulated system, occupational licensing laws make consumers worse off. (Note that in a laissez-faire, license-free market, even if only some consumers shop around for high-quality goods and services, this pressures sellers to maintain high quality, which benefits all consumers.)

2. **Improper Training Requirements**

   Established standards may sound all well and good, but what if you establish the wrong standards? Conditions and required knowledge may vary from place to place, but with a single rigid set of standards, licensed workers may be forced to spend time and money learning useless, or even incorrect, skills. Moreover, high-quality workers must perform routine tasks that could be done by less-qualified workers, leaving them with less time to devote to honing high-quality, specialized skills. Licensing, therefore, discourages specialization and makes licensees less effective and less able to serve their customers.

   In addition, licensing exams prove only that a licensee has mastered the material on the test, not that he or she is necessarily qualified to perform the work. Testing standards may deviate greatly from practical knowledge. For example, “candidates taking California’s architecture licensing exam have had to discuss the tomb of Queen Hatshepsut and the Temple of Apollo.” Thus, unqualified workers may be sanctioned by the state if they are able to merely study how to pass the test.

3. **Licensing’s “Club Mentality”**

   While licensing boards ardently prosecute unlicensed workers (regardless of whether or not there is reason to believe a health or safety issue is involved), they are typically much more hesitant to discipline one of their own. Making public the indiscretions of a licensed worker brings unwanted negative publicity and, like a union whistleblower, “is often viewed as disloyalty to the professional community.” Thus, not only are unscrupulous or incompetent licensees not punished, they are allowed to continue their work and the public is left in the dark about the hazards of doing business with them. For example, a 1982 study revealed that as much as 16 percent of the dental work performed under insurance plans in California in 1977 was so shoddy...
that it required retreatment. Despite this alarming statistic, the state’s dental board punished only eight licensees for causing their patients harm.\textsuperscript{25} Author James Bovard reports other examples of licensing boards looking the other way when faced with licensee wrongdoing:

\textit{A Washington Post investigation revealed that the state of Maryland allowed over thirty-five doctors to retain their licenses despite criminal convictions for sex crimes, drug violations, theft, and fraud. One Baltimore physician “was convicted of raping a gynecological patient in his office but allowed by the commission to continue practicing medicine.” The Maryland commission even allowed two dozen physicians that it explicitly ruled incompetent to continue practicing medicine. The New York Bureau of Professional Misconduct allowed a New Jersey anesthesiologist to continue practicing medicine in New York after he had been convicted by a jury in 1992 of raping a patient in New Jersey; the anesthesiologist returned the board’s favor by getting arrested in May 1993 for sexually abusing a female patient in New York.}\textsuperscript{26}

\section*{4. False Sense of Security}

Because of the reluctance of licensing boards to discipline negligent licensees for their transgressions and the possible mismatch between licensing standards and actual practical job requirements, the state’s seal of approval gives consumers a false sense of security about the competence of licensees. This causes people to be less critical, and possibly less demanding, of those with whom they do business than they otherwise would be. As an \textit{Orange County Register} editorial observed, “Without the false sense of security licensing boards provide, consumers might be encouraged to shop more intelligently for a range of services.”\textsuperscript{27} Moreover, since licensing boards are not wont to punish their licensees for negligence, consumers are left even more open to abuse by licensees.

\section*{5. Do-it-Yourself Jobs}

The result of reducing competition and attempting to mandate high quality through licensing is higher prices for consumers. “Substandard” work performed by professionals may be better than no work at all, however. In the absence of licensing, people would be able to sacrifice a little quality for a lower price and qualified workers that would be unable to afford the costs of obtaining a license could offer their services for less than what a licensed worker would charge. These options are not available under a licensing scheme. As a result, consumers unwilling or unable to pay the artificially high prices under licensing resort to sometimes dangerous do-it-yourself jobs. In areas with licensing restrictions on plumbers, for example, retail sales of plumbing equipment are higher because people resort to doing their own plumbing work.\textsuperscript{28} In addition, electrocution rates are higher in areas with strict electrical licensing requirements, as more consumers risk performing their own electrical work.\textsuperscript{29}
6. Reduction in Repeat Medical Visits

The “Cadillac effect” of purchasing high-priced services or none at all, described above, becomes particularly harmful when people who are unable (or unwilling) to pay the relatively high prices commanded by licensees compensate by consuming less needed services such as medical care. (Even the most miserly individual will not resort to do-it-yourself open-heart surgery!) This delay in seeking services reduces preventive treatment and the likelihood of catching diseases early, causing patients to suffer. It should come as no surprise, then, that states with stricter dental licensing laws also had the highest incidence of poor dental hygiene, and states with tougher optometry licensing laws reported higher rates of blindness. Fear of such an occurrence caused the FTC to argue against a 2002 proposal by the Connecticut Board of Examiners for Opticians to require stand-alone replacement contact sellers to obtain state optician and optical establishment licenses: “[Such a requirement] would likely increase consumer costs while producing no offsetting benefits. . . .” Furthermore, it “could harm public health by raising the cost of replacement contact lenses, inducing consumers to replace the lenses less frequently than doctors recommend.”

States with stricter dental licensing laws also had the highest incidence of poor dental hygiene, and states with tougher optometry licensing laws reported higher rates of blindness.

7. Creating Black Markets

Some workers and consumers may simply choose to ignore government licensing standards and operate outside the law (for price or other reasons). As such, transactions are typically not enforceable and consumers are more likely to become the victims of charlatans and scam artists, who are drawn to circumstances where they cannot be held accountable. In a free market without licensing, consumers would be sheltered by better knowledge of a business’s reputation and the protection of the legal system. There would be fewer negligent businessmen and fly-by-night operations if they had to be held accountable for their actions.
**Occupational Licensing Hampers Hurricane Repairs**

Many suffered damages and were forced to pick up the pieces when Hurricane Charley hit Florida in 2004, but even a hurricane was no match for occupational licensing laws. Licensing regulations even prevented a man from New York from helping out a friend in need, as illustrated in a *Journal News* article dated August 28, 2004.

Anthony Howell flew to Florida last week to help out a friend whose home was badly damaged by Hurricane Charley. Now, he may face a $5,000 fine and a felony charge.

“This is such a nightmare,” said the 25-year-old Thiells man. “My only intention was to help my friend.”

Howell, a Rockland County [New York] licensed contractor who runs Triad Builders in the hamlet, said his friend, Alex Arzoomanian, had called him on Aug. 14, because Arzoomanian’s home in Kissimmee had been damaged by the hurricane and subsequent thunderstorms.

Arzoomanian had taken over the home after his mother died in May and had not had time to get homeowners insurance. His 4,000-square-foot shingled roof had taken a beating, and after the numerous Florida contractors he had called said they couldn’t help him immediately, Howell offered to take a week off work to help. So Arzoomanian paid for the $400 plane ticket and picked up his friend of 15 years at the airport on Aug. 16.

They began repairing the roof the next day. “The roof was completely damaged,” Howell said. “It needed to be redone. There was a lot of water damage. We caught it in the nick of time. He could have lost his ceilings and his personal effects, stuff that can’t be replaced.”

Three days into the job, Howell was approached by two deputies from the Osceola County Sheriff’s Office and two investigators from the state’s Department of Business and Professional Regulation, who gave him a cease-and-desist order.

Under Florida law, only contractors licensed by the state may engage in roof repair. It carries up to a $5,000 fine. Not to mention that the practice of unlicensed contracting becomes a third-degree felony when the governor has declared a state of emergency.

The two friends had finished portions of the roof and were allowed to cover up exposed wood, but the investigators would not let Howell finish a portion of the roof that was covered with a tarp, which could—and later did—get ripped off by the wind, the two friends said.

B. Reducing Competition and Increasing Prices (and Profits)

If licensing laws do not serve to improve public safety and protect consumers, what purpose do they serve and how do they come to be? Whenever new legislation is passed, the discerning, pocketbook-protecting, skeptical observer will always ask, “Who benefits?” While the public may not benefit from licensing laws, existing trade interests sure do. As one policy analyst observed: “The dirty little secret about state licensure is that the people who lobby for it are usually the stronger competitors of those who would be licensed. Their goal is not to protect the public, but instead to raise barriers to new competitors who might cut prices and lower profits.”

Unfortunately, the history of licensing laws reveals that they are regulations born of special interest, not public interest. Businesses and workers have a financial interest in minimizing their competition. More competition means consumers have more sellers to choose from to find a good deal, and can more easily switch from one seller to another if their standards are not met. In order to maintain and grow their customer base—and thus their profits—firms (and, by extension, their employees) are pressured to keep prices low and the quality of goods and services high. The more competition there is in the marketplace, the stronger these incentives are. If, on the other hand, businesses are able to artificially reduce their competition (not by outcompeting them with lower prices, but rather by arbitrarily raising the cost of doing business and pricing them out of the market through government regulation), they will be better able to raise prices and realize greater profits. (See Table 3 below for a summary of empirical studies illustrating how occupational licensing regulations lead to higher prices for consumers.) As evidence of the artificial barriers to entry erected by licensing regulations, consider that licensing reduces the rate of job growth by 20 percent.

The dirty little secret about state licensure is that the people who lobby for [licensing laws] are usually the stronger competitors of those who would be licensed. Their goal is not to protect the public, but instead to raise barriers to new competitors who might cut prices and lower profits.

– Jack P. McHugh, “We’re All Licensees Now”

The additional profits trade interests can achieve through licensing laws are significant. It is estimated that licensing increases prices and earnings by 10 to 12 percent, although this may vary widely depending on the occupation and how strict the regulations are. A number of studies have been conducted on different industries to analyze the impact of licensing on prices and wages. The studies show that there is a strong correlation between occupational restrictions and higher prices for consumers:

- An average eye exam and eyeglass prescription is 35 percent more expensive in cities with more restrictive optometry regulations.
- The average price of a pack of six contact lenses purchased by mail order is 19 percent cheaper than a pack purchased directly from an ophthalmologist, optometrist, or optical chain.\(^{37}\)

- Eleven of twelve common dental procedures are more expensive in states with stricter licensing laws.\(^{38}\)

- Dental fees are 14 to 16 percent higher in states with the strictest dental licensing laws, compared to those with the least-strict regulations.\(^{39}\)

- Unjustified restrictions on dental service cost consumers an estimated $700 million in 1982.\(^{40}\)

---

**Since occupational licensing appears to increase earnings, on average, for persons in high income occupations relative to persons in low income ones, this state and local policy may serve to exacerbate income dispersion in the United States.**

---


---

There is also a strong correlation between licensing laws and higher wages:

- Occupational licensing, including advertising restrictions and mobility restrictions (not recognizing one’s license from another state), increase wages by an average of about 27 percent for higher-wage occupations such as dentistry, although they have little impact for low-wage occupations such as barbering or cosmetology.\(^{41}\)

- “Licensing may increase wage inequality by first keeping out persons from entering higher wage occupations, and then by raising wages for persons in these already high income occupations. Moreover, more highly educated and influential occupations may be more powerful in state and local jurisdictions and be able to control supply more effectively. Since occupational licensing appears to increase earnings, on average, for persons in high income occupations relative to persons in low income ones, this state and local policy may serve to exacerbate income dispersion in the United States.”\(^{42}\)

- Strict licensing laws increased the relative wages of clinical laboratory personnel by 16 percent.\(^{43}\)

- Physicians in states with more stringent regulations on alternative medicine earn significantly higher incomes.\(^{44}\)

- In a study of occupational restrictions on lawyers, low rates of interstate immigration and emigration, a common effect of licensing, were associated with higher wages.\(^{45}\)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Profession</th>
<th>Restriction</th>
<th>Impact on Price</th>
<th>Increase in Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Benham (i)</td>
<td>1972</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Optometry</td>
<td>Advertising</td>
<td>Increase</td>
<td>25-100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benham (ii)</td>
<td>1975</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Optometry</td>
<td>Advertising</td>
<td>Increase</td>
<td>25-40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cady (iii)</td>
<td>1976</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Pharmacy</td>
<td>Advertising</td>
<td>Increase</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muris &amp; McChesney (iv)</td>
<td>1978</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Law</td>
<td>Advertising</td>
<td>Increase</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shepard (iii)</td>
<td>1978</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Dentistry</td>
<td>Reciprocity</td>
<td>Increase</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feldman &amp; Begun (iii)</td>
<td>1978/1980</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Optometry</td>
<td>Advertising</td>
<td>Increase</td>
<td>9-16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bond et al. (v)</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Optometry</td>
<td>Commercial practice,</td>
<td>Increase</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muzondo &amp; Pazderka (vi)</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>20 including</td>
<td>Direct entry, mandatory</td>
<td>Increased income</td>
<td>10.4% (fees)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>law and architecture</td>
<td>fees, advertising</td>
<td>(fees &amp; adverts)</td>
<td>32.8% (adverts.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cox, DeSerpa &amp; Canby (vii)</td>
<td>1982</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Law</td>
<td>Advertising</td>
<td>Higher price dispersion</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conrad &amp; Sheldon (iii)</td>
<td>1982</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Dentistry</td>
<td>Commercial practice,</td>
<td>Increase</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>use of auxiliaries</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTC (viii)</td>
<td>1984</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Law</td>
<td>Advertising</td>
<td>Increase</td>
<td>5-11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kwoka (ix)</td>
<td>1984</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Optometry</td>
<td>Commercial practice,</td>
<td>Increase</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>advertising</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haas-Wilson (iii)</td>
<td>1986</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Optometry</td>
<td>Commercial practice</td>
<td>Increase</td>
<td>5-13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schroeter et al. (x)</td>
<td>1987</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Law</td>
<td>Advertising</td>
<td>More inelastic demand</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liang &amp; Ogur (iii)</td>
<td>1987</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Dentistry</td>
<td>Use of auxiliaries</td>
<td>Increase</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(vii.) Cox, DeSerpa & Canby: *Consumer information and the pricing of legal services*, JIE 1982.
(viii.) Jacobs et al.: *Improving consumer access to legal services – the case for removing restrictions on truthful advertising*, Cleveland Regional Office, FTC 1984.
Some mistakenly believe that business interests and regulation are contradictory concepts. In fact, oftentimes, quite the opposite is true. Business interests long ago learned that, like other interest groups, they could lobby politicians to use the coercive power of government to their advantage. Of course, if this regulatory machine did not exist in the first place, business interests would have no recourse but to compete fairly in the market like everyone else.

Occupational licensing is especially ripe for this type of special-interest lobbying because much of the information relevant to each regulated business or industry is technical and politicians cannot possibly know all the intricate details of running every kind of business in every industry. Since the politicians are not experts in all the industries they regulate, they rely on those being regulated for such information. Moreover, they typically leave the regulation up to a board comprised mostly or entirely of those being regulated.

Incumbent practitioners dominate the creation and enforcement of regulations because they dominate the licensing boards. Most, if not all, members of a licensing board work in the occupation they are regulating. In fact, “About three-quarters of all licensing boards in our country are comprised solely of practitioners in the occupation that the board controls.” Most licensing board members, thus, have a blatant conflict of interest.

Some argue that it is necessary to have representatives of the licensed profession on the board because lawyers, for example, best understand the business of the law and are, therefore, the best suited to regulate other lawyers. But, as economist and syndicated columnist Walter Williams counters, “with that kind of reasoning, we would have made Al Capone Attorney General—after all, who can best regulate criminals but other criminals?” In other words, in keeping with our lawyer example, lawyers might know the legal business well, but if they have the ability to use the regulatory power of government to their advantage, they might also be most likely to take advantage of the system.

Some states have attempted to make licensing boards less partial to existing trade interests by appointing more “public” representatives to the boards. These efforts do not seem to improve things, however. A study of licensing boards in Missouri concluded that “the presence of voting public membership has no effect on any aspect of board decision making.” There are a couple of possible reasons for this outcome. Public representatives may defer to practitioner board members because of their “practical knowledge” of the regulated business, which defeats the whole purpose of having public representatives on the board in the first place. The more likely reason, however, is that the decisions of the licensing board have less to do with the board’s composition and more to do with the nature of the board itself. The regulations have already been rigged to benefit incumbent practitioners at the expense of new (or potential) competitors. Who enforces these regulations is of little consequence.
Another way members of newly licensed professions gain advantage over their potential future competitors is through the adoption of a “grandfather clause” in the licensing law. This automatically licenses existing practitioners and exempts them from all the regulations imposed on others after the law goes into effect. This allows incumbents to impose stricter, more costly requirements on new, equally qualified competitors than they themselves had to satisfy. Grandfather clauses are typical of newly regulated occupations.

If business interests are really just scheming to reduce competition and increase prices, you might ask, how do they get away with it so regularly? First, the public safety myth is a strong and, unfortunately, persuasive argument to those that don’t consider the incentives of those pushing for regulation and who will truly benefit from it. Second, special interests achieve their regulatory goals through intense political mobilization and lobbying. The two sides of the issue are represented by, on the one hand, the trade interests looking to enact licensing laws and, on the other hand, consumers and the relative few who will be (or potentially will be) competing against the incumbent practitioners. The incumbent group clearly has a strong interest in seeking licensing regulations, as they will benefit from the laws significantly. On the other side, future competitors do not yet exist, many consumers may not be affected because they may never utilize the services of those to be licensed, and most of those who will do business with them will see the price increases as relatively small, as higher costs are spread among numerous consumers. In other words, “Because their per capita stakes in the licensing controversy are so much greater than those of consumers, it is professionals who usually determine the regulatory agenda in their domains. Crucial licensing decisions that can affect a vast number of people are often made with little or no input from the public.”50 It is a case of large, concentrated benefits (to current practitioners) versus small, widely-dispersed costs (to consumers and potential and future competitors). In politics, the former always wins.

Once a licensing board or commission is established, the tendency is to further restrict price and quality competition.

Once a licensing board or commission is established, the tendency is to further restrict price and quality competition. For example, the FTC “brought suit against the California Dental Association in 1991 for prohibiting its members from advertising discount offers to senior citizens, free initial consultations, promises to refund money to dissatisfied customers, or claims that an office offers ‘gentle dental care,’ thereby restricting price and quality competition among dentists.”51 The Oregon Board of Cosmetology increased the number of required training hours from 1,500 to 2,500. The move was not inspired by a flurry of discontented customers but at the urging of beauty schools, which would realize more customers (students) and be able to charge higher prices under the new regulation.52

The Oregon cosmetology example illustrates an important and revealing point: licensing requirements are typically adopted at the behest of the businesses and workers to be licensed (and
who stand to benefit most from regulation), not from disgruntled consumers. The Michigan Supreme Court noted (and condemned) this trend as early as 1889:

*It is quite common in these latter days for certain classes of citizens—those engaged in this or that business—to appeal to the government—national, state, or municipal—to aid them by legislation against another class of citizens engaged in the same business, but in some other way. This class legislation, when indulged in, seldom benefits the general public, but nearly always aids the few for whose benefit it is enacted, not only at the expense of the few against whom it is ostensibly directed, but also at the expense and to the detriment of the many, for whose benefit all legislation should be, in a republican form of government, framed and devised. This kind of legislation should receive no encouragement at the hands of the courts.*

---

**Special-Interest Licensing Laws: Using Licensing to Inflate Casket Prices**

In some states, it is illegal to sell caskets without a funeral director’s license. This has predictably led to enormous price markups. In Oklahoma and Tennessee, markups reached as high as 600 percent! Lawsuits seeking to have the licensing provision thrown out were brought on behalf of casket sellers in both states by the Institute for Justice.

The funeral industry has a long history of anti-competitive behavior. Beginning in the early 1970s, the Federal Trade Commission began investigating anti-competitive practices within the industry. In April 1984, the FTC’s “Funeral Rule” went into effect. Among other things, the Funeral Rule prohibited funeral providers from charging “casket-handling fees” to those who purchased a casket elsewhere, and required them to provide customers with itemized price information. The Rule was intended to increase competition among providers of funeral goods—including independent casket sellers—and afford consumers better information and choice. The funeral industry has attempted to bypass the Funeral Rule by lobbying states for restrictive licensing laws.

To get a funeral director’s license in Tennessee and 10 other states, one must invest at least two years training how to handle and embalm dead bodies, and learning lavish amounts of other information that has nothing to do with casket-making. Complying with the regulations can result in tuition expenses and lost income totaling in the tens of thousands of dollars.

The Institute for Justice enjoyed mixed success in the casket-seller cases. The 6th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals struck down the Tennessee law in 1999, noting that the Supreme Court has “repeatedly recognized that protecting a discrete interest group from economic competition is not a legitimate state interest.” Incredibly, however, the 10th Circuit Court of Appeals upheld the Oklahoma law in 2004, arguing: “the Supreme Court has consistently held that protecting or favoring one particular intrastate industry . . . is a legitimate state interest.”

If the reader still doubts that the motive of trade interests in establishing licensing laws is protectionism, consider, at last, that many licensing laws do not necessarily ban someone from working without a license, they ban someone from working without a license for money.\textsuperscript{54}

Incumbent practitioners are not the only entrenched interests in the licensing system. Without licensing laws, numerous bureaucrats would be out of a job and would be forced to find productive work in the private sector.\textsuperscript{55} Since their livelihoods depend on the regulatory system, they have a very strong interest in preserving and expanding it. It is no wonder, then, why the number and scope of licensing laws is ever-increasing. Consequently, once licensing laws are established, it is nearly impossible to get them removed.

\section*{C. Reducing Consumer Choice}

We have already seen how licensing’s arbitrary single standard of worker competency reduces consumer choice regarding price and quality decisions for various goods and services. By restricting entry to would-be workers and entrepreneurs, occupational licensing affords consumers fewer firms and workers with whom they can do business. Consumers have little choice but to pay artificially high prices to those who have, effectively, formed a government-sanctioned cartel (unless they want to risk performing do-it-yourself work or tapping into a black market).

Imagine what would happen if government were to artificially restrict the number of gas stations or grocery stores. If there were fewer gas stations, there would be less competition and prices would increase. Indeed, this is the main criticism of the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC), that the cartel restricts the supply of oil to drive up prices around the world. Add to this the fact that restricting the number of gas stations would cost consumers even more in time and money because they would have to travel farther to find a gas station and, ironically enough, waste more gas getting there.

Such artificial restrictions do not just affect prices, however. Let us return to the grocery store example to see how they also affect consumer choice. Unlike gas stations, which rely primarily on a single product, grocery stores stock hundreds or thousands of different products and brands. There are superstores like Vons, Ralphs, and Albertsons, specialty chains like Trader Joe’s and Whole Foods, and Mom-and-Pop corner stores. Restricting entry to the grocery business through government regulation would not only reduce the number of grocers, it would also reduce the number and variety of products supplied by them. Thus, even if there were no resulting price increases from the implementation of licensing laws, the reduction in the available pool of businesses and workers hurts consumers by diminishing consumer choice, and should be reason enough to reject occupational licensing.
Even if there were no resulting price increases from the implementation of licensing laws, the reduction in the available pool of businesses and workers hurts consumers by diminishing consumer choice.

D. Reducing Innovation and Entrepreneurship

Since occupational licensing reduces the number of businesses and workers in licensed professions, the businesses and workers that are licensed do not have to compete as vigorously as they otherwise would. This gives them a somewhat monopolistic pricing power, since consumers have fewer places to go to find better deals. Consumer demand has remained the same, but producer supply has been artificially shrunk.

This protection from competition affords licensees a special luxury. Part of the competition among sellers of goods and services involves innovation and research and development. Producers are constantly trying to discover new and better products, more efficient ways of doing business, and even developing new lines of business to attract new customers and better serve existing customers. To do so, they must invest a portion of their profits in innovative endeavors. With fewer competitors, however, there is less incentive for the producer to innovate. In addition, minimum and continuing education standards force licensees to focus narrowly on meeting license board requirements, which may or may not be relevant to their business and their customers’ needs. This prevents them from specializing and exploring new and “unapproved” practices that might allow them to better serve their customers. Such narrow-mindedness has led lawyers’ Bar associations, for example, to ban low-cost legal clinics.56

To make matters worse, licensing laws often prohibit entrepreneurs who discover a market niche not being effectively served by existing licensees from competing against the licensed cartel. Consider the examples of licensed cosmetologists taking action against African-style hairbraiders, established licensed medical professionals against alternative medicine practitioners, and licensed funeral directors against casket sellers. Without licensing laws, such entrepreneurs would be free to offer alternative, specialized, and/or cheaper services and consumers would be free to utilize them or not. If the goal is truly to enhance consumer welfare, governments should encourage innovation and entrepreneurship by abolishing licensing laws, not making them stricter and adopting ever more regulations for more and more occupations.
Licensing Violates the Freedom to Work

A. Barriers to Entry

The great tragedy of occupational licensing is that it prevents many qualified individuals from obtaining the jobs they desire. The hassle and costs of satisfying the regulations simply price a lot of people out of the market. They also create disincentives to hire additional employees. Occupational licensing thus reduces employment and denies even skilled workers opportunities to improve their lives and work in the profession of their choice.

As we emphasize the importance of a shift from a welfare to a work ethic, we should seek to encourage employment opportunity and entrepreneurship, not deter them. Governments should, therefore, look to remove economic barriers, not erect or maintain them through licensing laws.
Barriers to Entry: Licensing Hairbraiding

Melony Armstrong of Tupelo, Mississippi, has practiced her craft for nine years. She runs her own business and now wants to move up the economic ladder by opening her own school so she can share her skills with others. But bureaucrats from Mississippi decided that Melony must complete 3,200 hours of courses to be allowed to teach the art of African hairbraiding.

On the other side of the country in Washington state, a similar problem entangles hard-working entrepreneurs. Benta Diaw, a native of Senegal, has been earning a living in Seattle working as an African hairbraider for the past six years. Benta built her successful business by working hard to establish a devoted clientele. But cosmetology regulations on the books in Washington require Benta to obtain a license to practice her art—a skill she learned in Africa from her grandmother.

In all but a handful of states, performing African hairbraiding professionally without a government-issued license is against the law. And earning the license requires braiders to take more than 1,000 hours of coursework that cover techniques completely unrelated and even antithetical to the type of natural hair care braiders provide.

The State of Washington’s regulations are typical of many states, requiring even skilled braiders to take up to 1,600 hours of completely unrelated classes to get a cosmetology or barbering license to braid legally. In Mississippi, braiders can get a cosmetology license with a 1,500-hour class, or a “wigology” license with 300 hours of classes in wig care, but only two of the state’s more than 40 cosmetology schools offer wigology. That leaves most aspiring braiders in the state with only three options: attend an expensive, 1,500-hour cosmetology program that doesn’t teach braiding, abandon their profession, or operate outside the law.

Recognizing this problem, Melony Armstrong, who earned her wigology license, decided to open a wigology school to teach her craft to others. But the State doesn’t allow wigology-only schools. Instead, Melony must open a cosmetology school—even if she only wants to teach braiding and wigology—which means spending more than 3,000 hours (about three academic years) in cosmetology and cosmetology instructor programs. Of course, those programs don’t teach braiding.

Consider that in the 3,200 classroom hours it would take for Armstrong to get a license to teach hairbraiding, she could instead become licensed in all of the following professions: emergency medical technician (122 hours plus five emergency runs), paramedic (1,700 hours), ambulance driver (8 hours), law enforcement officer (ten weeks), firefighter (six weeks), real estate appraiser (75 hours) and hunting education instructor (20 hours). And all of that would take more than 600 hours less than getting her license to teach braiding.

Similarly in Washington, the extensive training required for one to lawfully braid hair is especially incongruous in light of the training required to perform other, far more dangerous jobs and activities. Emergency medical technician certification, for example, requires only 114 hours of classroom training and an examination. One can graduate with a firefighting degree after only 14 weeks of evening and weekend courses and a state examination. And as long as you have $60 and picture identification, applying for a concealed weapons permit takes about 30 minutes.


Note: As a result of lawsuits filed by the Institute for Justice in these cases, hairbraiders are no longer required to obtain a cosmetology license in the states of Mississippi and Washington.
B. Reduced Economic Liberty

While occupational licensing laws are sometimes thought of as little more than a nuisance (except by those to whom they deny employment), they “infringe on one of our most precious, but oft-forgotten, civil rights: the right to engage in the occupation of one’s choice without arbitrary or irrational government interference.”

The importance of the ability to earn one’s own living unhindered by the state and to voluntarily do business with whomever one chooses cannot be overstated. It goes to the very root of living in freedom. As economist and author Murray Rothbard explained, “If a man has the right to self-ownership, to the control of his life, then in the real world he must also have the right to sustain his life by grappling with and transforming resources.” In other words, if we are to have the unalienable right to life, then we must also have the right to sustain our lives through the use of our labor. Adds Rothbard,

> Since each individual must think, learn, value, and choose his or her ends and means in order to survive and flourish, the right to self-ownership gives man the right to perform these vital activities without being hampered and restricted by coercive molestation.

The copious licensing laws on the books today in every state of the union are testament to the disdain legislators and judges alike have shown to this freedom to work. Such was not always the case, however. There were few, if any, licensing laws in the early days of the nation, and federal judges once regularly struck down state laws restricting the right to engage in one’s chosen occupation without government interference. During the U.S. Supreme Court’s “Lochner Era” from 1905-1937, for example, the high court repeatedly rebuffed state attempts to infringe upon this right.

The fundamental right to earn a livelihood in pursuing some lawful occupation is protected in the Constitution, and in fact, many authorities hold that the preservation of such right is one of the inherent or inalienable rights protected by the Constitution.

> – Florida Supreme Court, State ex rel. Hosack v. Yocum

Indeed, the federal courts have often adopted the Rothbardian notion of the right to earn a living:
“The right to hold specific private employment and to follow a chosen profession free from unreasonable governmental interference comes within the ‘liberty’ and ‘property’ concepts of provisions of the Fifth Amendment to the Federal Constitution that no person shall be denied liberty or property without due process of law.”

“[T]he Fourteenth Amendment protects an individual’s right to practice a profession free from undue and unreasonable state interference. . . .”

“[T]he right to work for a living in the common occupations of the community is of the very essence of personal freedom and opportunity that it was the purpose of the [Fourteenth] Amendment to secure.”

State courts have likewise recognized this right:

- The California Supreme Court deemed the right to earn a living a “fundamental” one.
- Texas courts have found that citizens “[have] a vested property right in making a living.”
- New York courts asserted: “Monopolistic restrictions on the right to earn a living are odious devices.”
- The Florida Supreme Court held that “[t]he fundamental right to earn a livelihood in pursuing some lawful occupation is protected in the Constitution, and in fact, many authorities hold that the preservation of such right is one of the inherent or inalienable rights protected by the Constitution.”

The courts have also been rather inconsistent, however, sometimes ignoring or denying precedents that upheld the right to earn a living unfettered by government.

The point is not that anyone is entitled to any particular job, only that everyone has the right to pursue a career of his or her choice free from government obstruction. Occupational licensing laws violate this freedom.

C. Paternalism (Government Knows Best)

As if restricting entry to numerous jobs and denying an individual the right to freely earn a living were not enough, the government adds insult to injury by claiming that it is doing so in the best interests of the public. This has led James Bovard to declare, “Licensing restrictions are one of the most pervasive and least recognized triumphs of paternalism in the average American’s everyday life.” By imposing licensing laws, the government claims to “protect” members of the public not
only from incompetent workers, but also from themselves. As asserted in a Reason Foundation study, “The assumption is that the government is better able to determine the fitness of a business than are customers.”71 Not only is this view false, it is extremely condescending. Apparently, we consumers are too stupid and incompetent to make our own decisions about whom we do business with.

Two years ago, the Idaho House of Representatives passed the 2005 Contractor Registration Act, which requires building contractors to pay a fee to register with the state Bureau of Occupational Licensing, provide a certificate indicating that the contractor will provide workers’ compensation for all employees, and provide proof of at least $300,000 in liability insurance. Though the measure passed easily, members of the opposition cautioned that there were good reasons it had taken such a bill decades to get so far. Said Rep. Phil Hart, who voted against the bill, “I think people should be able to make their own choices, and they should be able to ferret out who the good contractors and the bad contractors are. Anytime they delegate that to government, they give up some of their own responsibility.”72

Rep. Hart’s point is a crucial one: abdication of individual responsibility leads to reliance on government. Dependence on the state breeds more dependence on the state, all at the expense of individual responsibility. We have seen this to be the case in other areas of government. From retirement to health care to unemployment assistance and numerous other social programs, aspects of life that once were unquestionably the realm of private decisions and consequences are now heavily regulated by the state. This is no less true of occupational decisions. Today, we even rely on government to sanction the barber who cuts our hair!

Abdication of individual responsibility leads to reliance on government.

D. Arbitrary Standards

If government were able to accurately ascertain the requirements necessary for a practitioner of a given occupation to achieve a given level of proficiency and public safety, one would think that the standards would be pretty similar from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. The fact that standards vary widely illustrates the arbitrary nature of occupational licensing standards. For example, many states require twice as much training for X-ray technicians, and eight times as much training for dental assistants, as does the military.73

Another drawback of governmental licensing is that it typically allows for only a single standard. Who is to decide what the “best” standard is for everyone (and how)? As Walter Williams argues, “higher standards imposed by licensing requirements make consumers worse off.”74 Dr. Williams explains in the following example. If we were to apply the same logic to the automobile market as we apply to the labor market with licensing laws, “in the interest of high-quality cars, we would only allow one kind of car—and it has to be a Rolls Royce? A lot of people would be walking! The existence of Pintos and Hyundais—lower-quality cars—are part of the optimal stock of cars.”75
Arbitrary Standards: Louisiana Florist Licensing

Sandy Meadows of Monroe, Louisiana, has nine years’ experience arranging flowers and supervises the floral department at an Albertsons grocery store. Shamille Peters, of New Orleans, has taken floral design courses at a community college, done arrangements for the weddings of several friends and a cousin, not to mention her own, and has received opportunities to do arrangements for banquets and other special events. Barbara Peacock decorated her church with flowers for weddings, services, and other events with her mother as a girl in Hall Summit. She dreams of opening a wedding chapel and doing her own flower arrangements for her clients’ special day.

These three women have a lot in common: they are all talented flower arrangers, they all live in Louisiana, and they are all banned by the state from working as florists because they have not passed the Louisiana Horticultural Commission’s arbitrary licensing exam.

Louisiana is the only state in the nation to require a licensing exam for florists, and with good reason: being a florist requires no formal training, consumers are much better judges of product quality than government bureaucrats, and there are no public safety issues involved. Nevertheless, the Horticulture Commission, which is comprised of existing florists who have an interest in suppressing potential competition, turns away more than 100 applicants each year. The pass rate on the exam is between 40 and 50 percent.

On what basis are these aspiring florists denied the right to work? Applicants are judged on such subjective criteria as whether their flowers and greenery have been “picked properly,” whether their floral arrangements have the “proper focal point,” and whether the flowers are “spaced effectively.”

The costs of licensing are significant. The exam costs $150 to take, and even experienced florists from other states often have to take it several times to pass, if they pass at all. Even more important, however, is the loss of income to aspiring florists. Sandy Meadows is able to stock and order flowers for the grocery store where she works, but she cannot work as an actual florist. Despite her nine years of experience and responsibilities for supervising the store’s floral department, she earns only $9.25 an hour and must work under the supervision of a state-licensed florist. Licensed florists at her store make $11.25 an hour, nearly a 22 percent higher salary!

Sadly, a lawsuit brought by the Institute for Justice to throw out the regulation was rejected by a federal district court in March 2005 and Louisiana continues to be the land of the “flower police.”

When quality standards and other licensing decisions are made by government bureaucrats, the decisions are inevitably going to be driven by politics, not consumer demand. In a free, unlicensed market, consumer demands are revealed through whom they do business with, how much business they conduct, and how much they are willing to pay for goods and services. If someone receives poor service or a shoddy product (by whatever standards he may set), he is likely to take his business elsewhere in the future until he is satisfied. Businesses that provide the best service and quality and/or lowest prices\textsuperscript{76} (in other words, those that best satisfy consumers’ wants and needs) will tend to draw the most customers and be the most successful. This is all the motivation they need to provide quality goods and services.

Consumers and producers alike have different preferences and different risk tolerances. The government standards may be good for some, but bad for anyone with lesser requirements. Some consumers may want to pay lower prices for lower-quality goods and services than those permitted under licensing laws. Licensing laws thus hurt consumers who would willingly purchase goods and services from “sub-par” producers, as well as the producers that would have satisfied their needs.

Since the poor have smaller incomes than those of the middle or upper class, these costs take a larger chunk of their disposable incomes, further draining resources that might be used to better their financial position.

E. The Poor and Minorities: Hit Hardest by Occupational Regulations

Occupational licensing laws tend to hurt the very people that the government purports to be “protecting” with its regulations. Such regulations disproportionately harm the poor and minorities, who generally have less work experience and fewer employment opportunities than the rest of the population. Laws that make it more difficult for them to obtain certain jobs or start their own businesses only make it that much harder for them to work their way up the economic ladder.

The poor, who are in most need of economic opportunity and can least afford to jump through regulatory hoops, are harmed by prohibitively costly licensing requirements. Many occupations that would otherwise be attractive options for those poor looking to improve their economic position and quality of life—including entry-level positions, jobs that require little or no formal education, and businesses that require little start-up capital for entrepreneurs—are needlessly regulated and price the poor out of the market. Thus, they must settle for fewer (and less desirable) jobs and lower wages, and the poorest of the poor are prevented from getting back on their feet.

If that were not enough, the poor are doubly hit by licensing laws since the reduced competition and higher business costs that result from licensing force them to pay higher prices for goods and services. Since the poor have smaller incomes than those of the middle or upper class, these costs
take a larger chunk of their disposable incomes, further draining resources that might be used to
to better their financial position.

Unfortunately, licensing laws have a history of preventing minorities from realizing economic
freedom. Historically, licensing laws have allowed racists to use the power of government to deny
minorities entry into labor markets without making overt references to one’s nationality or the
color of one’s skin. It did not take long after the abolition of slavery for these practices to develop.

After the emancipation of the slaves and the end of the Civil War, things were obviously looking
up for African Americans. On July 9, 1868, the Fourteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution
was ratified. The Amendment asserted one’s right to equal protection under the law; prohibited
any state from depriving an individual of life, liberty, or property without due process of law; and
forbade any state from passing any law that would “abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens
of the United States,” among other things.77 Chief among these privileges and immunities is the
right to earn one’s living in the occupation of his choosing. Thus, the Fourteenth Amendment has
a direct bearing on occupational licensing and regulation. Indeed, according to Dana Berliner,
senior attorney for the Institute for Justice, a libertarian public-interest law firm, “much of
the purpose of the Fourteenth Amendment was to prevent states from prohibiting newly freed slaves
from undertaking occupations previously reserved for white workers.”78

Rather than discouraging entrepreneurship and locking the poor out of the labor market,
government should focus on reducing poverty and improving citizens’ quality of life by
simply getting out of the way and removing the barriers it has erected to economic
freedom.

African Americans began making inroads in professions such as barbering and plumbing, but this
trend was not to last long. Unions combated this new competition by successfully lobbying for
licensing laws, and black employment in these newly licensed trades plunged after the laws’
adoption.79

In the late nineteenth century, the U.S. Supreme Court invalidated a San Francisco law that
prohibited laundry businesses located in wooden buildings, supposedly for health and safety
reasons but, in actuality, to put Chinese store owners out of business.80 There was further reason
for hope when the Supreme Court issued its 1905 ruling in the landmark *Lochner v. New York*
decision, in which the Court nullified a law prohibiting bakery workers from exceeding a certain
number of hours worked per week. The law had been “designed to protect unionized German
workers against competition from Jewish and Italian immigrants.”81

Economic liberty would again suffer a setback shortly after the onset of the Great Depression,
however, as the situation deteriorated for minorities with the adoption of the Davis-Bacon Act in
1931. Rep. Robert Bacon of Long Island, New York, was alarmed when a crew of low-paid, black construction workers from Alabama “took away” jobs from white, unionized workers in his district to build a Veteran’s Bureau hospital. Thus was the genesis of the Davis-Bacon Act, which required (and still does to this day) that the government pay workers the “prevailing” (i.e., union) local wage to workers on all federal construction projects. This effectively allowed the unions to maintain a cartel, restricting minority employment and raising the cost of government projects in the process.

In a truly free market, the only color that matters is the color of money. To the employer, a person’s worth is judged based on his productivity and one buyer’s dollar is as good as any other. As one writer has said, “A competitive market tends toward colorblindness.”

By imposing costs on those least able to afford them, licensing laws have hurt the people and communities that need economic liberty the most. Rather than discouraging entrepreneurship and locking the poor out of the labor market, government should focus on reducing poverty and improving citizens’ quality of life by simply getting out of the way and removing the barriers it has erected to economic freedom.
The belief that consumers are left unprotected if the government does not step in to regulate it is a common misconception. In fact, as demonstrated in the aforementioned studies on regulation and product quality, the private sector does at least as good a job as the government in protecting consumers. Those that lack faith in the free market neglect two crucial elements that serve to protect consumers and encourage the delivery of high-quality products: business reputation and a legal system that consistently protects property rights.

One summer while I was in college, I interned for a state assemblyman. I worked in the assemblyman’s local district office (as opposed to his office in the state capital), where special emphasis was placed on resolving constituent issues. From an elected official’s standpoint, constituent services can be somewhat of a drain on resources, but they are also probably the most important part of the job. There is not a lot of upside to providing exceptional service, because people already expect their representatives to solve their problems, but there is a significant downside to offering substandard services and creating a legion of disgruntled voters. As the assemblyman’s chief of staff once told me, if you do the job well and help someone resolve an issue, he may tell one other person about the good deed you have done. If you fail, he will tell ten of his friends. This is true in private enterprise as well.

The significance of a business’s or worker’s reputation cannot be overstated. Reputation is perhaps the most important, and least discussed, aspect of doing business. What would happen for example, if certain state governments stopped licensing exterminators, chiropractors, and barbers? Would people be living in bug-infested dwellings and running around with bad backs and bad haircuts? Of course not. People would find a way to manage without government regulation. When looking for a place to get your hair cut, you probably just ask your friends for a good referral. If you happen to get a bad haircut anyway, you simply go somewhere else next time. Herein lies the beauty of the free market: businesses have an incentive to provide the goods and services customers want at the best possible price and quality. Bad service is just as much a killer for business as high prices.83
How the Internet Is Changing Jobs and Licensing Laws

Not only did the advent of the Internet bring about a revolution in communication and information, it altered the way people work and do business. The Internet has allowed businesses to cut costs and prices, especially compared to traditional “bricks-and-mortar” stores, and given consumers more information, convenience, and choice than ever before. Many of these bricks-and-mortar stores have since adopted the e-commerce model for the cost savings and consumer benefits it provides.

Not too long ago, historically speaking, it would have been unthinkable to do business with someone you had never even met (and probably weren’t likely to meet in the future) and trust the merchant enough to send money around the nation or the world before receiving your merchandise. Social networks generally restricted trust and business reputation to relatively small geographic areas. Businesses and consumers realized that it was to their mutual benefit to expand these networks, and they have adapted to provide greater information and reputational signals.

Now with the Internet and a few computer clicks, consumers can find detailed product information and compare prices, products, and sellers. eBay has spawned a whole new kind of home-based business. It relies on users to provide feedback on buyers and sellers—available for all to see—to provide others with peace of mind or warn them away from those who might defraud them or provide poor service. It also allows users to build up a track record over time to provide further signals of business quality.

Amazon.com provides some outside product reviews and allows buyers to rate products and write their own reviews. Overstock.com likewise uses buyer comments to provide signals of the quality of its products and service. CNET provides expert reviews and product comparisons for a wide variety of electronics and technology products. Online consumer product review Web sites such as BizRate.com, PriceGrabber.com, Shopzilla.com, and ConsumerReview.com not only provide product information and compare prices for a number of sellers, they also offer consumer reviews of various merchants as well as the products they carry.

These tools provide a wealth of information to consumers, enabling them to make better decisions about whom they do business with, even if they have never done business with a particular seller before.

New business opportunities soon brought about new regulatory opportunities, however. In August 2001, California’s Department of Real Estate began writing letters to a number of Internet-based real estate advertising companies demanding that they obtain real estate brokers licenses or shut down their operations. Curiously, newspapers that do the same thing were exempted from the requirement. The Web sites, such as ForSaleByOwner.com, merely advertised properties for sale in the state and did not negotiate property sales or leases, represent buyers or sellers, or perform other broker activities.
The requirements would have effectively mandated that Web site administrators take a number of college-level real estate classes, apprentice as a real estate salesperson, pass a state licensing exam, and operate out of an office based in the state of California. Keep in mind that these are merely the requirements of a single state. Imagine if all 50 states enforced similar requirements! Needless to say, such burdensome regulations are not only irrelevant to the actual service being provided, they are prohibitively costly and would defeat the whole purpose of offering consumers convenience and cost savings by shopping online. Fortunately, the Institute for Justice brought suit on behalf of ForSaleByOwner.com in May 2003 and a federal district court ruled in favor of the company.

Connecticut decided to get tough with online replacement contact lens sellers. Though these businesses simply provide replacement contact lenses for those who have previously been fitted by an eye care professional—they do not fabricate the lenses or fit them to the eye—the state requires that lenses be purchased only from a licensed optician in a store or office registered in the state. In March 2002, the Federal Trade Commission filed a staff comment before the Connecticut Board of Examiners for Opticians in which it argued that such a requirement “would likely increase consumer costs while producing no offsetting health benefits,” and that it could, in fact, “harm public health by raising the cost of replacement contact lenses, inducing customers to replace the lenses less frequently than doctors recommend.” In June 2003, the Board ruled that in-state companies have to abide by the state’s licensing and prescription laws but out-of-state companies that sell directly to consumers do not need to hold Connecticut licenses or permits. In addition, contact lens sellers located both within and outside the state must obtain a prescription from a licensed optometrist or physician before filling a customer’s order. Congress entered the contact lens seller debate in November 2003 when it passed the Fairness to Contact Lens Consumers Act, which requires eye-care professionals to provide patients with a prescription for their lenses, which they may use to purchase their lenses elsewhere. The law was intended to foster greater competition and make it easier for consumers to shop around for the best deal.

A separate FTC statement before the House Subcommittee on Commerce, Trade, and Consumer Protection noted the trend in expanding occupational licensing requirements to businesses that utilize the Internet: “In a number of instances, and in a number of states, pre-existing regulatory regimes have been extended to the Internet, and it bears examining whether particular regimes are pro-competitive and pro-consumer, or whether they eliminate cost savings or convenience without sufficient benefits to justify those losses.” Unfortunately, the evidence suggests that regulation is stifling the enormous consumer freedom and economic efficiency afforded by the Internet.


Word of mouth is not the only means of assessing a business’s reputation, however. Private certification organizations also provide consumers with information about the product and service quality they can expect from certain sellers. There are a couple of different ways to provide such an evaluation. One model is to simply use the reputation of the certifying organization to determine whether or not a product is “good.” Since some certification organizations may be better than others, this determination may vary. Again, competition here is a good thing. Competition among various rating agencies will lead them to try to outdo each other by providing the most accurate information and establishing higher standards for certification.

A second certification model allows for different levels of quality. Walter Williams explains the process as follows: “A person can take a test—if he scores a 90, he has the right to declare himself a ‘class A’ practitioner; if he scores an 80, he has the right to call himself ‘class B.’ Such a method would give consumers information about quality while leaving them free to choose.” Unlike the single standard—predetermined by the government—of occupational licensing, these multiple standards provide a greater array of information to consumers and allow them to make better decisions based on their individual quality, price, and risk preferences.

Where government (compulsory) certification restricts the number of practitioners, voluntary certification actually increases it. According to a study on occupational regulation and service quality, “certification [voluntary licensing] seems to increase the number of licenses compared to both no licensing and compulsory licensing.” Rather than shying away from unnecessary and overly burdensome state-imposed requirements, practitioners are eager to obtain reasonable and relevant certifications to signal to customers that they provide high-quality services.

The existence of so many consumer organizations and businesses that provide information about products and businesses is a testament to the success of private certification. The Better Business Bureau enforces quality standards on its member businesses and charitable organizations and allows consumers to register complaints or view reports of past complaints and their outcomes. It will even act as a mediator to try to resolve disputes between customers and member businesses. Good Housekeeping magazine awards its Good Housekeeping Seal of Approval to products advertised in the magazine only after extensive quality testing, and it offers consumers a two-year warranty on products that have earned the Seal. Consumer Reports has developed a business around providing customers with accurate information and sound reviews on a wide variety of products—from cars to computers to travel arrangements to home appliances. Industry groups such as the American Dental Association also certify consumer products.

Despite the efforts of certifying organizations, there will always be cases of worker negligence. When consumers are harmed by poor workmanship, faulty products, or dishonest businessmen, the courts serve as a final resort to ensure that the consumer is compensated for the harm done. If all else fails, the legal system provides an additional incentive for businesses to provide high-quality goods and services. If you are injured by a defective product, you can sue the manufacturer for negligence and perhaps fraud. If the stigma of being sued and found liable for selling faulty products is not enough to deter shady business practices, the economic effects of a guilty verdict certainly are. Any company foolish enough to hawk faulty and dangerous goods would quickly be put out of business by legal judgments.
Recommendations and Conclusions

As the state-by-state occupational licensing survey illustrates, the right to work is heavily regulated across the nation. Some states have more work to do than others to restore economic liberty to those wishing to engage in the occupation of their choice and improve their standard of living.

While occupational licensing laws are billed as a means of protecting the public from negligent, unqualified, or otherwise substandard practitioners, in reality, they are simply a means of utilizing government regulation to serve narrow economic interests. Numerous studies have revealed little, if any, improvement in service quality from compulsory licensing. Oftentimes, licensing laws actually reduce service quality and public safety, as consumers make decisions based on a false sense of security regarding a licensee’s state-sanctioned qualifications, or else resort to dangerous do-it-yourself jobs or black markets to avoid inflated prices.

Such special-interest legislation is designed not to protect consumers, but rather to protect existing business interests from competition. This suppression of competition damages the business climate and allows licensees to charge higher prices than they would be able to in a truly free market. While licensing regulations may raise earnings by 10 to 12 percent for the organized practitioners that are able to successfully lobby for them, these artificially high earnings are paid for by consumers in the form of higher prices.

Occupational licensing regulations impose a heavy burden on the economy. By restricting competition, licensing decreases the rate of job growth by an average of 20 percent. The total cost of licensing regulations is estimated at between $34.8 to $41.7 billion per year. In addition, by protecting licensed businesses from competition, occupational regulation also stifles innovation and entrepreneurship, thereby suppressing future economic growth.

Licensing laws are also very arbitrary, as evidenced by the disparity in which occupations are licensed and how burdensome the licensing regulations are from one state to the next. This begs the question: If some places work just fine with minimal or no regulations, why must others be plagued with restrictive laws?
Occupational licensing denies many the freedom and opportunity to earn an honest living in the occupation of their choosing. It is not only would-be workers and entrepreneurs that are hurt by licensing laws, however. The rigid, one-size-fits-all standards imposed by the government also harm consumers by reducing consumer choice. Individuals have different wants and needs, and even different levels of risk tolerance. They are better able to determine their own needs and protect their own interests than politicians or bureaucrats far removed in the halls of the state capitol or city hall. In the event that someone is taken advantage of or otherwise wronged by a dishonest or incompetent businessman, the courts are available to punish wrongdoers and make the victims whole.

The poor are harmed worst of all by laws that restrict economic liberty. They are doubly hurt by licensing laws because their smaller disposable incomes are less able to absorb the resulting price increases, and they have fewer job opportunities because jobs they could have performed in the absence of licensing are made prohibitively costly by unnecessary regulations.

In light of the enormous economic losses to society inflicted by occupational licensing regulations, and the destructive effects these laws have on consumers, aspiring workers, and business owners—not to mention individual liberty in general—occupational licensing laws should be abolished. Private sector alternatives such as voluntary certification encourage entrepreneurship and allow consumers to obtain valuable information about product and service quality while leaving them free to choose to do business with practitioners that best meet their needs. The powerful free-market incentive to maintain a solid business reputation and the existence of the legal system to address negligence or wrongdoing should not be overlooked. As University of San Diego business professor Dirk Yandell affirms, “Private property rights, and a legal system to protect them, are all that is necessary to ‘protect the consumer.’”

Although abolition of occupational licensing regulations and other laws that restrict economic liberty, such as minimum wage and zoning laws, should be the ultimate goal, we must recognize that this is probably not feasible in the near term. In recognition of this fact, here are a couple of “second-best” options that may have a better chance of making a more immediate impact:

1. **Conduct Periodic Occupational Licensing Reviews**

Occupational licensing boards and laws should be continually evaluated for their relevance and perceived need. These reviews should, first and foremost, evaluate whether licensing laws pass the “laugh test” (fortune tellers and rainmakers?). They should also ensure that regulations are narrowly tailored, and that they are providing at least some measure of public benefit, not merely a gravy train for special interests and bureaucrats. Reviews should, furthermore, analyze licensing board performance by evaluating enforcement actions against licensees. Reviews could be conducted by a special commission or an existing agency such as an audit bureau or legislative analyst’s office.
Indianapolis Scales Back Licensing Laws

During the mid-1990s, the city of Indianapolis undertook a significant set of regulatory reforms that included a major scaling back of occupational licensing laws. Concerns that local regulations were stifling economic opportunities and growth led to the creation of the Regulatory Study Commission (RSC), which was charged with weeding out bad regulations and conducting cost-benefit analysis on all new regulations, as described in the following Reason Foundation study.

In examining the city’s rules governing business licenses, the RSC discovered that, over the years, Indianapolis had created a series of business and occupational-licensing requirements that did little more than protect current practitioners from new competition. Regulations identified by the RSC as offering no net benefit to the community were slated for elimination in a series of initiatives called “Fair Fees for Small Business.” In the first round of reforms, in 1994, the RSC eliminated the most obviously unnecessary components of the licensing code, such as rules governing shuffleboard tables and milk cows.

The next round of reforms identified more than 40 types of business and consumer licenses for elimination. The first regulations targeted for removal were those still in force long after the original purpose of the regulations had either vanished or been absorbed by other codes. The annual licensing requirements for hotels and motels, motion picture theaters, second-hand goods dealers, and legitimate live entertainment theaters passed neither the cost-benefit analysis nor the “least possible community restraint” principles of the RSC.

In many cases, such as those of second-hand goods dealers (most of which were businesses owned by women or minorities), legitimate live entertainment theaters, and movie theaters, it had been so long since these licenses were evaluated for relevance or cost-effectiveness that there was no direct evidence, either written or oral, to indicate the original intent of the licensing.

In late 1996, the city passed Fair Fees for Small Business Part II, freeing almost 2,036 local businesses from the burden and expense of annual licensing by requiring a one time, no-fee registration instead of a license for businesses ranging from horse-drawn carriages, commercial parking lots, vending and amusement machine operators, junk dealers, transient merchants, used car dealers, and pet store operators.

By studying enforcement and application histories, the RSC could determine how often enforcement actions were taken against licensed businesses and how many businesses actually applied for and received city licenses. The licenses selected had seen almost no enforcement activity against license holders in the previous decade. In the case of second-hand-motor-vehicle operators, less than 20 percent of those companies listed in the yellow pages under “used cars” had obtained the proper city licensing, yet not a single enforcement action had ever been taken against an unlicensed used car dealer.

In addition to abolishing occupational regulations in obvious cases of political favor, licensing laws should be subject to removal if: (a) few other jurisdictions (say, fewer than 40 percent) have seen the need to license the occupation, (b) too few practitioners are licensed to financially justify the existence of the licensing board, or (c) there is a history of little or no enforcement activity, suggesting that either the licensing board is not doing its job or there is no cause for action, and thus that the board is unnecessary.

The city of Indianapolis successfully employed this strategy through its “Fair Fees for Small Business” initiatives in 1994 and 1996. The city’s regulatory study commission helped to eliminate the most blatant special-interest licensing regulations, including rules governing shuffleboard tables and milk cows.90

2. Enact “Sunset” Provisions in Occupational Licensing Laws

Sunset provisions cause the law in question to expire after a certain period of time unless they are specifically renewed by legislators. Enacting such provisions in occupational licensing laws would improve accountability by forcing occupational licensing boards to periodically justify their existence. Rather than allowing more and more confusing licensing codes to pile up and be forgotten, as they have a tendency to do, legislators would have to take a more active interest in the scope and effectiveness of licensing laws.

While the above oversight measures are not perfect solutions, their implementation would help to increase the accountability of occupational licensing boards and restore some semblance of common sense to licensing laws. They would also restore a measure of economic freedom, resulting in more jobs, more competition, and more consumer choice.
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## Appendix A: States by Number of Licensed Job Categories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Licensed Job Categories</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Licensed Job Categories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>Louisiana</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>Ohio</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Hampshire</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arkansas</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>Utah</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Jersey</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>Delaware</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>Montana</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennessee</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaska</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>New York</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>Wyoming</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vermont</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>Alabama</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Mexico</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>North Dakota</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>Mississippi</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebraska</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>Hawaii</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>Pennsylvannia</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nevada</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>South Carolina</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STATE AVERAGE</strong></td>
<td><strong>92</strong></td>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td><strong>56</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oklahoma</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Dakota</td>
<td>90</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix B: Job Categories Licensed in All 50 States

1. Accountant/Auditor
2. Architect (except Landscape or Naval)
3. Barber
4. Chiropractor
5. Cosmetologist/Hairdresser/Hairstylist
6. Dental Hygienist
7. Dentist
8. Emergency Medical Technician/Paramedic
9. Funeral Director
10. Hearing Aid Dispenser/Fitter
11. Insurance Agent
12. Land Surveyor
13. Lawyer
14. Medical and Health Services Manager (including Nursing Home Administrator)
15. Nurse
16. Occupational Therapist
17. Optometrist
18. Pesticide Applicator/Pest Control Worker
19. Pharmacist
20. Physical Therapist
21. Physician Assistant
22. Physician/Surgeon
23. Podiatrist
24. Psychologist
25. Public School Teacher
26. Real Estate Agent/Broker
27. Real Estate Appraiser/Assessor
28. School Counselor
29. Securities, Commodities, and Financial Services Agent
30. Social Worker
31. Truck Driver
32. Veterinarian
33. Veterinarian Technician/Assistant
## Appendix C: The Nation’s Most Outrageous Licensing Laws

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Occupation</th>
<th>State(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Athletic Trainer</td>
<td>Most</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auctioneer</td>
<td>Several</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barber, Cosmetologist</td>
<td>All</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beekeeper</td>
<td>Maine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casket Seller</td>
<td>Several</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chimney Sweep</td>
<td>Vermont</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dietician</td>
<td>Most</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elevator Operator</td>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florist</td>
<td>Louisiana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fortune Teller</td>
<td>Maryland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hairbraider</td>
<td>Several</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hearing Aid Dispenser/Fitter</td>
<td>All</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interior Designer</td>
<td>Several</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpreter for the Deaf</td>
<td>Illinois, Texas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jai Alai Athlete, Umpire, Vendor, Ball Maker, Ticket Seller</td>
<td>Rhode Island</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Junkyard Dealer</td>
<td>Ohio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lightning Rod Installer</td>
<td>Vermont</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lobster Seller</td>
<td>Rhode Island</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manure Applicator</td>
<td>Iowa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maple Dealer</td>
<td>Vermont</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motion Picture Projectionist</td>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mussel Dealer</td>
<td>Illinois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photographer (Itinerant)</td>
<td>Vermont</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prospector</td>
<td>Maine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quilted Clothing Manufacturer</td>
<td>Utah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rainmaker</td>
<td>Arizona</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupation</td>
<td>State(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recreation Administrator/Leader/Supervisor</td>
<td>Georgia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reptile/Amphibian Catcher</td>
<td>Michigan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upholsterer</td>
<td>California, Utah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanitarian</td>
<td>Several</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheep Dealer</td>
<td>Iowa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ticket Broker</td>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turtle Farmer</td>
<td>Louisiana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitewater Rafting Guide/Operator</td>
<td>Maryland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manure Applicator</td>
<td>Iowa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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